A special and unusual type of habitat, like an
underwater meadow of seagrass.
Or perhaps an ecosystem in equal parts
beautiful and bizarre; a beetle that only lives in
oaks over 400 years old.

Our protected sites are now some of the last
remaining refuges; the places where our rarest
species and vulnerable habitats cling on. Together,
they cover just 8% of land in England – and many of
them are not in a good condition for nature.

_

Protected wildlife sites are the best of what’s left of our once-intact ecosystems.
If we can make sure these areas are thriving and in good condition, they can
become that source. Nature can spill out from them, into the mixed tapestry of
land that makes up the rest of England.
_

Take a walk in these places, and you feel life thrumming. An abundance of lush
plant life, buzzing insects and birdsong awaits; sights and sounds that have been
lost from much of our countryside in recent decades. These are the places where
many of our species have found shelter from the profound changes we’ve
witnessed in our land and seascapes.
_

These amazing protected spaces have afforded our wildlife a vital refuge.
Without them, we might have lost even more of our species and habitats.
They are precious places that need to be treasured and celebrated.
_

In 2020, the pandemic (Covid19) had one perhaps surprising side effect.
In a time of lockdowns and staying local, nature became our shoulder to lean on.
When the school run paused, we watched birds through our windows.
Our wanders in the shopping centre became rambles in nature.
_

Nature helps people. We know access to green and blue spaces, with lots of
nature in them, improves health, wellbeing, child development,
productivity and social cohesion. The list goes on!
_

Last year, we asked people what nature meant to them during lockdown.
In England, 76% agreed that nature has been an important source of comfort or
relief for them, and 81% agreed they had felt happier whilst spending time in
nature, or afterwards. Our protected spaces are some of the richest spots for
nature in England – they’re brilliant places to simply be.

Nature is the original carbon capturer. Simply by being the wonderful thing it is,
nature locks up carbon, in trees, in soils, in oceans and water.
In all manner of living things.
_

Take bogs: have a mosey in a bog (wellies recommended) knowing their squishy
mosses are locked in to a process creating peat. Peatlands that have been
thousands of years in the making are some of our most vital carbon stores. They’re
the most carbon-dense ecosystems on the planet!
_

The more intact an ecosystem is – the better its ability to suck carbon from the
atmosphere. Our protected sites have some of the most intact habitats remaining,
including huge swathes of peatlands, woodlands, saltmarshes and kelp forests. As
we focus on nature-based solutions to climate change, these pockets of growth
and sequestration should be our starting point.

Prosperity and nature are inextricably linked. The success and productivity of
human society relies entirely on the health of our natural world. Our food, energy,
shelter and water come from nature. The resources to make everything we build,
use and own are earth’s resources. Nature is the most important asset we have.
_

It takes money to make sure our best nature sites reach and stay in good condition.
But for every £1 we spend doing this, we get £8 back in wider benefits. Clean air, clean
water, genetic diversity, recreation and tourism; well-managed sites give us a lot.

Reaching this ambitious magic number will require urgent,
smart action, but it is vital. It would provide nature with the
support and relief it needs. It’s a massive task, but it’s
achievable with the right determination and action.
On paper, it looks like
of land in England is already
protected – but this includes designations that aren’t
specifically for the benefit of nature.
The actual area of land that is protected first and foremost for
nature – for our struggling wildlife – covers just
of England.
_

Of this, less than half is in a good condition. Many sites aren’t
managed or monitored; they’re losing the wildlife that makes
them special, and we don’t have the resources to check in on
them or get them fixed.
In short, only
of England is both protected and good for
nature. These little gems – our network of protected pieces of
land, brimming with wildlife – should be the starting point for
our 30X30 ambitions.

_

Protected wildlife sites are the best of what’s left of our once intact ecosystems. They are the last
refuges for many of our most vulnerable species, but now even in some of these sites, those
species are declining. If we are to restore nature, we will need it to come from these sites.
They are vital to bringing species back from the brink and restoring them to our wider landscapes.
_

When you return to Westminster in Autumn nature is going to need you.
•
208,498 people can’t be wrong – the Environment Bill must secure stronger targets to halt
declines in nature by 2030 and drive action for nature’s recovery; and
•
The forthcoming Planning Bill must ensure that sites and species are safe in our protected
wildlife sites, and make space for nature’s recovery far beyond their boundaries.
_

Spend the summer exploring
England’s protected sites
Eastern Moors, Derbyshire
Protection: SSSI,
SSSI, SPA,
SPA, SAC,
SAC, SSSI
SSSI
Star species: Sphagnum moss

Leighton Moss, Lancashire
Protection: SPA, SSSI
Star species: Bittern
Habitat: Rustling reedbeds,
punctuated by the pinging of bearded
tits. Pools traversed by otters and
hunted over by marsh harriers.

Habitat: Rolling hills of the peak
district, coated in blanket bog and
upland scrub. Whinchats chatter
and short eared owls swoop upon
unsuspecting voles. Amongst
the heather, amber-eyed and
Inverness
zig-zag backed adders bask.

Coquet Island, Northumberland
Protection: SPA, SSSI
Star species: Roseate tern
Habitat: The skies ring with the cries of
seabirds, their black-and-white artist’s
paint splattering every surface. An
island of refuge, each year becoming
home to thousands of tiny fluffballs
with hungry beaks.

Aberdeen

Edinburgh

Dee Estuary,
Cheshire/Wales

Glasgow

Protection: SPA,
SAC, Ramsar, SSSI
Star species: Avocet
Habitat: Bustling mud flats
Derry-Londonderry
and soggy marshes supporting
an abundance of birdlife,
surrounded by industry and
Omagh
settlements. A place where people
Enniskillen
and nature live side by side.

North Norfolk Coast,
Norfolk

Newcastle

Protection: SPA, SAC,
Ramsar, SSSI
Star species: Natterjack toad

Carlisle

Belfast

Middlesbrough

Habitat: Rolling sand dunes,
weaving along a stretching
coastline and punctuated
with tendrils of scrub. Beach
nesting birds incubate their
eggs to the backing track
of purring turtle doves.

Leeds
Liverpool

Fens, Whixall, Bettisfield,
Wem & Cadney Mosses, Shropshire

Bangor

Protection: SAC, SSSI
Star species: White faced darter
Habitat: Satisfyingly squishy, a lowland bog
yields mosses, rushes and pools galore.
The bunny rabbit tails of cotton grasses bob
in the wind, and the fuzzy flowers of bog
asphodels beam buttercup yellow.

Manchester
Derby
Peterborough
Birmingham

Aberystwyth

Cambridge

Dorset Heaths, Dorset
Protection: SPA, SAC, SSSI
Star species: Sand lizard
Habitat: Seas of amethyst
heather in late summer. The
coconut scent of gorse wafting on the
breeze. Sandy soils beneath your feet abuzz
with solitary bees and burrowing beetles.

Cardiff

Bristol

London

Southampton
Exeter

Thames
Thames Estuary
Estuary, Multiple

Scilly Islands,
Isles of Scilly
Protection: SPA, SAC, SSSI
Star species: Manx shearwater
Habitat: Azure oceans, sandy white beaches,
basking seals and seagrass meadows and more
birds than you can shake a stick at.

Solent & Southampton,
Hampshire & Isle of Wight
Protection: SPA,
SPA –SAC,
some
SACS, SSSI
SSSI
Star species: Brent goose
Habitat: Rocky outcrops, stretching saltmarshes
and the flowing energy of an estuary. Mudflats and
marshes supplying plenty of munching opportunities
for a wealth of birdlife.

Protection: SPA, Ramsar, SSSI
Star species: Black tailed godwit
Habitat: At the retreat of the
tide, expanses of thick, rich and
life-oozing mud are revealed.
Feeding time commences for huge
numbers of birds; thick beaks,
skinny beaks and funny beaks all
probing for nutritious critters.
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